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SECTION I - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.01 Data set 202T is intended for 
private-line service only. It provides 
asynchronous transmission and reception of 
inedium-speed, binary, serial data using 
frequency-shift-keying modulation. The data 
set places no restrictions on codes used or 
the number of consecutive marks and space&,· 
and provides no timing. 

1.02 Data set 202T can colil!lunicate over 
2- or 4-wire private line facilities with 
another data set 202T or with data sets 2020 
or 2021'. Data set 202T has an option for a 
reverse channel when used on a 2-ire 
facility. With reverse channe.l, it is 
compatible with data set 2020 with reverse 
channel. 

2. GENERAL DFSCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

2.01 Oat.a set 202T provides transmission 
and reception of data at speeds up to 1400 
b/s on basic 3002 private lines and 1800 b/s 
on C2 conditioned lines. Two- or ... wire 
service is provided by option svi tches 
selected by the installer. 

2.02 The basic data set without reverse 
channel consists of a single circuit pack. 
Two versions coded 202T-L1 and 202T-L1A are 
available. Data set 202T-L 1. rated Mfr 
Disc., does not perform satisfactorily at 
1800 b/s on all C2 conditioned lines when 
reverse channel is installed. Data set 
202T-L1A with JY4 reverse channel does not 
have this restriction. Other featuru and 
improvements are offered on data set 202T-L1A 
(refer to Section II). 

2.03 In 2-wire service, the data eet can 
transmit or receive, but not both 
siaultaneously without the reverse channel 
(half-duplex). With the reverse channel 

option installed, signaling at speeds up to S 
b/s is provided ir. the direction opposite to 
the primary channel. Data set 202T with 
reverse channel installed has a maximum bit 
rate for the primary channel of 1200 b/s on 
basic 3002 private lines. The local copy 
feature may be provided for either or both 
channels by installer-selected option 
switches. The data set terminates the 2-wire 
line with a 600-ohm impedance.. 

2.04 The reverse channel circuit 
consists of a sinale circuit pack that plugs 
into the data set circUi t pack. Three 
versions, c:oded JY1, JY2, and JY4, are 
available. COde JY1, rated Hfr Disc •• 
provides a dependent type of operation; the 
request-to-send circuit of the data set must 
be on to receive the reverse channel signal. 
The JY2 and JY4 circuits provide an 
independent type of operation similar to that 
provided by the reverse cha~nel circuit of 
data set 2020. With independent operation. a 
reverse channel signal may be received 
reqardless of the state of the request-to--

send circuit. The JY1 a·nd JY2 circuits may 
only be used with data set 202T-L1. Data set 
202T-L1A requires the use of the JY4 reverse 
channel which may also be used on data set 
202T-L1. 

2.05 In 4-wire service, the data set caL 
transmit and receive simultaneously and 
independently (full-duplex). The data set 
terminates each pair of the 4-wire line w1.th 
a 600-ohlll impedance. 

2. 0 6 The single circuit pack of data set 
202T may be installed in the 39A1 or the 40B1 
data 1DOW1ting which holds 16 sets without 
reverse channel or eight sets with reverse 
channel. The data sets are powered by an ac 
power supply in the data mounting which 
connects to a custo:irer-provided 105- to 129-
volt, 60 ±3.0 Hz nonswitched source. The ac 
supply employs fuse protection against 
overload. 

2.01 For single data set installations, 
the circuit pack moW1ts in a housing. 
Electrical power is supplied by an external 
transformer which mounts on the custOIIler
provided 105- to 129~volt, 60 ±3.0 Hz 
nonswitched outlet. The transformer is 
protected internally against overload and 
conforms to the class 2 power transformer 
requirements of Underwriters Laboratories. 

2.08 Electrical signals at the interface 
of the customer data terminal and data set 
202T are in bipolar voltage fonn and conform 
to Electronics Industries Association (EIA) 
Standard RS-232-C. Frame and signal ground 
may be iaolated from each other as specified 
in the EIA Standards by operation of a scre1o1 
switch in the single set housing and a wire 
strap in the data 100W1tings. All data sets 
share a camnon signal ground in the data 
mountings. 

2.09 Three test switches are provided on 
the 202T for the analog loop (AL), local 
self-test (LTI • and remote test (RT) modes. 
In analog loop, the customer interface leads 
may be monitored for proper operation while 
off-line. In local self-test, the data set 
tests itself automatically while off-11.ne. 
In remote test in 2-wire operation, test 
signals generA't'Pt'1 in the data set may t,e 
monitored at the serving test center for 
proper operation. In remote test in 4-wire 
operat;:.;;...,, the data set oehaves as a repeater 
for signals sent from the serv1.ng test 
center. 

2.10 Six lamps provide the customer with 
a visual indication of the status of the data 
equipment. The lamps are monitor power (ON) • 
modem ready (MRI • request-to-send (F.S) • 
clear-to-send (CS), carrier detector on (CO), 
and test mode [rM). 

2.11 Data set 202T has provisions for 
cor.nection to a data a.uxil~a.ry 5et ti28 or 6.<5 
type to provide direct distance dial.uig (DCC) 
backup capability. 
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SECTION II - DETAILED DESCRIPI'ION 

1. GENERAL 

1.01 The signal-processing functions of 
data set 202T and their i.nte ractions wi. th 
external circuitry are explained with 
references to the functional schematics 
(FSs). A more detailed description of each 

circuit is given with references to the 
circuit pack schematics (CPSs) • 

2. 202T-L1 TRANSMISSION-RECEIVER AND REVERSE 
CHANNEL - FS1 {MFR DISC.) 

2.01 The data set. 202T transmitter
receiver circuit oonsists of one circuit pack 
(CP1) providing all functions except reverse 
channel and an optional circuit pack (CP2) 
which plugs into CP1 for reverse channel. 

2.02 From a nominal 2,-vo.1..t ac center
tapped source transformer connected to 
terminals AC1, AC2, and GRD, regulated and 
unregulated de voltages are derived by the 
power supply. 

INTERFACE CIRCUITS 

2.03 The following signals supplied by 
the customer are received by terminators in 
the data set: 

(a) ~ = Transmitted ~- The serial 
binary data for transmission with mark 
a negative voltage and space a 
positive voltage is applied to this 
lead. 

(bl ~ Request-to-Send. A positive 

(c) 

(d) 

voltage on this lead indicates the 
customer wishes to transmit data, and 
the RS la.mp is turned on. The CA 
terminator is off for a negative 
applied voltage or if the CA terminal 
is left unconnected. A strapping 
option plug is provided to bold the 
terminator on for continuous carrier 
operation. 

CR = 9!:!:ier Detector Reset. A posi
tive pulse of greaterthan 0.1 ms 
duration resets the carrier detector 
so that the receiver is ready 
immediately for new data. The CR 
terminator is of~ for a negative 
applied voltage or if the CR terminal 
is left unconnected. A strapping 
option plug is provided to disable the 
CR terminal. 

§_g = secondary Request-to-Send. The 
signal for transmission from the 
optional reverse channel is applied to 
this terminal. The SCA terminator is 
off for a negative applied voltage or 
if the SCA terminal is left 
unconnected. 

2.04 Drivers in the data set supply the 
follo-.ing signa,ls to the customer: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

BB Received Data. This 
serial binary data received 
customer with mark a negative 
and space a positive voltage. 

is the 
by the 

voltage 

Q = Clear-to-Send. A positive volt
age is supplied to the customer, and 
the cs lamp is turned on when the data 
set is ready to transmit data. Delay 
intervals of approximately 8, 30, 60, 
or 180 ms between CA and CB going 
positive may be obtained. 

CC Data ~ Ready. A positive 
voltage--rii supplied to the custaner, 
and the MR lamp is on when the data 
set is ready to transm:.~ or receive 
data. 

£I= Received~ Signal Detector. A 
positive voltage is supplied to the 
customer and the co lamp is an when 
carrier is detected by the receiver. 

SCF - secondarv Received ~ Signal 
Detector. The customer receives the 
opt;onal reverse channel signal on 
this terminal. 

2.05 The following additional 
appear at the customer interface: 

leads 

(a) M = ~ ~- Coonected to the 
frame of the data set. This lead is 
not provided on later model data sets. 

(b) M = Signal ~- Connected to the 
ground for all of the circuitry of the 
data set. 

(c) !,f£ =.E = ~ Voltages. The +14 and 
-14 supply voltages are supplied 
through current-~imiting resistors for 
test purposes. 

2.0·6 At the telephone interface of the 
data set, the following leads are provided: 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

~ QE = ~ !i£ and Ring Pair. In 
2-wire operation, these terminals are 
not used. Ir. 4-wire operation, data 
signals are received through these 
terminals. 

JIT.L. DR1 = ~ !!.I2 .2:!1Q Ring Pair. 
In 2-wire operation, data signals are 
transmitted and received throuqh tnt~~ 
terminals. In 4-wire operation, data 
signals are transmitted througt: these 
terminals. 

TEK51 TEK6 ~ Auxiliar:i: Set 
control-. -- A relay contact may be 
connected to these terminals to 
remotely control the data set ready 
(CC) and clear-!:.o-send ('~.,, --, C~St.Otrtr 
interface drivers. 
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MOS LSI CIRCUITS 

2.07 A crystal-controlled oscillator 
supplies an 844.8-kHz squarewave to the HOS 
LSI circuit IC3 which performs the following 
functions: 

(a) Modulation of transmitted carrier 

(b) Clear-to-send timing 

(c) Line control l.ogic (not used in data 
set 202T) 

(d) Answer tone timing (not used in data 
set 202T) 

(e) soft turnoff and squelch timing 

(f) Reverse channel carrier modulation. 

2.08 'Ihe 
conjunction 
functions: 

MOS LSI circuit IC4, in 
with IC3, perfoz:ms the foll.owing 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

Demodulation of received carrier 

carrier d~tection 

Test signal processing. 

INSTALLER OPTIONS 

2.09 Ten contacts in the S2 switch 
assembly provide installer-selected options 
for the clear-to-send. soft turnoff, squelch. 
and carrier detector time intervals, and for 
the clamp. local copy. and data auxiliary set 
features. 

2.10 The clear-to-send interval is the 
delay in the CB output going positive in 
response to a positive CA input with the BA 
input negative (mark). Clear-to-send 
intervals of approximately a. 30. 60. or 180 
ms may be obtained by various settings of the 
contacts on the AX and BX inputs of IC3 (see 
3. 04) • 

2.11 The soft turnoff and squelch 
intervals start after CA is switched 
negative. During soft tumoff. a 900-Hz 
siqnal appears on PTDX and is transmitted to 
reset the carrier detector of the receiving 
data set. After soft tumoff. the PTDX 
output maintains a constant de level. During 
the squelch interval. the ·carrier detector 
output (CFOX) is held low. making the 
received line signal detector output (CF) 
negative. Soft turnoff intervals of 
approximately O, a. or 24 ms and squelch 
intervals of approximately o. 9, or 156 ms 
are selected by various settings of the 
NFSQX. NFSFX, FSSQX. and FSSFX inputs of IC3 
and IC4 (see 3.05}. 

2.12 Normal or fast response times of 
the carrier detector are selected by the 
contact on the FCDX input to IC4. \olith the 
contact closed, the carrier detector is in 
the normal mode. and will turn on in 
approximately 20 ms if the carrier frequency 

2 SECTION II 

is between 1075 and 2325 Hz. The carrier 
detector will turn off in approximately 10 ~s 
if the carrier frequency is less than 1050 Hz 
or greater than 2350 Hz. With the contact 
open. the carrier detector is in the fast 
mode ; it will turn on in approximately 5 ms 
if the carrier frequency is between 118 S and 
1325 Bz. It will tum off in approximately 5 
ms for carrier frequencies between 860 and 
940 Hz. If the carrier frequencies are 
outside these limits for the fast mode but 
are within the limits for the normal mode. 
the normal mode response times apply. 

2.13 A data auxiliary set may be used to 
control the CB and CC drivers by opening the 
S2 contact connected to the TEKS terminal~ 
Then. with an open relay contact in the data 
auxiliary set connected between the TEKS and 
TEK6 terminals. the CB and CC terminals will 
be held negative. With the relay contact 
closed, the cc terminal will be positive. and 
the CB terminal will respond as explained in 
2.10. 

2.14 
where the 
when the 
selected 
input of 
circuit. 

Local copy in the 2-wire 1110de. 
receiver monitors the transmitter 

data set is transmittinq, is 
by closing the S2 contact.at the 

the local copy control (LCC) 

2.15 A clamped or unclamped ceceived 
data output (BB) when the carrier detector 
output CFOX is low is selected by the contact 
on the CLMPX input to IC4. With the contact 
open, the clamp mode is in. With the contact 
closed. the clamf mode is out. and data may 
be received on the BB lead when the carrier 
detector is off if the carrier frequency is 
within the frequency range of the 
demodulator. 

2.16 Ten contacts in the 53 switct. 
assembly provide the 2- or 4-wire and the 
reverse channel (for 2-wire only) installer
selected options. 'lbe contacts for 2- or 4-
wire are labeled S3(A). and the contacts for 
reverse channel are labeled S3(B). 'Ine 
states shown correspond to 2-wire without 
reverse channel. For 2-wire with reverse 
channel. the S3(B) contacts are switched to 
the other state. For 4-wire. the S3(A) 
contacts are switched to the other state. 
Also, the S3 (Bl contact connected to the 
reverse channel terminal E10 and the local 
copy S2 contact must be switched to the 
opposite state shown. 

TRANSMITTER-RECEIVEF 

2.17 While transmittinq data. the CA and 
cc leads must be in the positive state and 
the CB lead should be positive. The 
modulator in IC3 generates a frequency-shift 
modulated signal consisting of mark (1200 Hz) 
and space (2200 Hz) freguencies~corresponding 
to the serial binary data applied on the BA 
lead. A digital-to-analog converter in IC3 
supplies the signal at the PTDX output. 'Ihe 
shaping filter smoothes the signal into an 
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approximate sinewave and amplifies it to a level of O dBm at the DR 1 and DT1 terminus. 

2.18 During 2-vire operation, the transmitted signal fran the shaping filter is 
applied to the two inputs of the equalizer. 
The main signal path is the aie through the 
S3(A) break-contact. The other path carries 
a lover level signal which is important while in the test modes. The output of the 
equalizer is applied to the delllOdul.ator 
through the limiter and the limiter buffer. 
If the local copy option is not selected, the 
LCC circuit has a high output state which 
disables the BB and CF drivers and the output 
of the amplitude detector (AMP DET). The 
output of the LCC circuit is high because the 
CA lead is positive, the inverting input to 
the CA switch is low, and the noninverting 
input is high because the l•p driver output 
is high. 

2.19 Closing local copy switch S2 makes 
the output of the LCC circuit low, regardless 
of the state of CA, which enables the BB and 
CF drivers and the output of the altp1itude 
detector for local copy reception and also 
for the received signal in •-ire operation. 

2.20 At the end of a transmitted 
message, the customer may switch CA negative 
which ianediately switches CB negative. soft 
turnoff and squelch intervals occur as 
selected by the options. 

2.21 The received data signal path for 
2- or •-wire operation is determined by the 
S3(A) switch contacts. With 2-wire 
operation, the contacts are as shown, and the 
signal is received by the T1 transformer. 
With II-wire operation, the contacts are in 
the opposite state, and the signal is 
received by the T2 transformer. 

2.22 In 2-wire operation, CA 
negative while in the receive mode. 

must be 
The PTDX 

output of IC3 is clamped at a constant de level, and the output of the shaping filter 
is a virtual groum point. The resistor 
between the T1 transformer and the virtual 
ground provides the 600-ohm termination for the telephone line. With CA negative, the 
output of the LCC circuit is low, and the BB 
and CF drivers and the output of the 
amplitude detector are enabled. 

2.23 In both 2- and 4-wire operation, 
the received signal is processed by the 
equalizer, limiter, amplitude detector, and 
the demodulator arid carrier detector in lCII. 
The equa1izer provides fixed gain and delay 
equalization of the telephone channel and 
rejects out-of-band ('OOB) noise. The limiter 
converts the signal into an approximately 
constant amplitude squarewave. 

2.2• The limited signal on the LIMINX 
input of IC4 is demodulated by a digital-type 
demodulator. Signal frequncies below 1585 Hz and from 1765 to 2345 Hz are converted to low 
and high voltages, respectively, at the BBX output under control of the amplitude and 
carrier detectors if the clamp option is 
selected as described in 2.15. 

2.25 The carrier detector, in 
conjunction with the amplitude detector, 
responds to a valid incoming signal and does 
not respond to excessive noise and OOB signals. Received line signals greater than -32 dBm will turn on the amplitude detectcr. 
The turnon time is approximately 1 ms for 
line signals greater than -24 dBm. In the on state, the output is low unless disabled by 
the LCC circuit. After the amplitude 
detector turns on, the carrier detector 
responds as descriced in 2.12. The carrier 
detector and the received data outputs are 
presented to the customer on the CF and BB leads, respectively. 

SEC'ciot, I I Page 
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TEST HODES 

2.26 The data set test modes are analog 
loop, local self-test, and remote test. The 
three test switches are labeled AL, LT, and 
RT. 

2. 27 In the analog loop mode. the data 
signal applied on BA with CA positive is 
processed through the normal transmitter and 
receiver signal paths to the BB output. 'lhe 
customer interface leads may be monitored for 
proper operation. The cc terminal is clamped 
negative. 

2.28 Depressing the AL IMitch until it 
locks operates the four sets of 51A contacts 
which perform the following functions: 

(a) Switch IC3 and IC4 into the analog 
loop mode. 

(b) Disconnect the T1 transformer from the 
shaping filter and connect a 600-ohm 
resistor to T1. 

(c) Disconnect the T2 transformer from the 
4-vire signal path and connect the 
output of the shaping filter to the 
S3(A) make-contact. 

(d) Modify the feedback network of the 
shaping filter to decrease the signal 
level. 

(e) override the LCC circuit through the 
diode connected to it£ input and light 
the test mode (TM) lamp. 

2.29 The modification of the feedback of 
the shaping filter attenuates the signal into 
the inverting equalizer input more than the 
siqnal into the noninverting input. The 
difference signal resulting at the equalizer 
output is equivalent to a received line 
signal of approximately -20 dBrn. This 
attenuated loop-back signal provides a 
tougher test for the receiver circuits than 
an unattenuated one. 

2.30 In the local self-test mode, IC3 
and IC4 are switched into the test mode. A 
repeating 63-bit pseudorandorn word, identical 
to that in t.1-te 903, 914, and 921 t~st sets, 
is generated at 1547 b/s in IC4, processed by 
the transmitter and receiver circuitry, and 
the resulting word is compared in IC4 to the 
original word. The TM lamp remains lit as 
long as the LT switch is depressed unless an 
error is detected. A properly operating data 
set will infrequently fail in a self-test 
interval of greater than 15 seconds because 
an error in only one bit is required, but 
1110re than or.e failure in five successive 
tests of 15 seconds duration should not 
occur. All interface leads are ma.de 
inoperative during the test, and lamps are 
lit to check for lamp failures. 

2.31 Depressing the LT switch and 
holdinq it depressed operates the four sets 
of S1B contacts which perform tl1e following 

Paqe " SECTION Li 

functions: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Switch IC3 and IC4 into the test mode. 

Enable the lamp driver which turns on, 
causing the TM lamp to light and the 
LCC circuit to go low, permitting 
local copy. 

Switch the inverter whose 
controls the inverting input of 
switch and the output of 
terminator, to simulate the 
to-send state and turn on the 

output 
the CA 

the CA 
request
RS lamp. 

Operate an inverter which turns on the 
MR, co, and cs lamps, and switches 
another buffer which decreases the 
differential delay between any two 
frequencies in the equalizer. ~he 
slope compensation is also reduced. 

(e) Modify the feedback network of the 
shaping filter to decrease the signal 
level. 

(f) Disconnect the T1 transformer from the 
shaping filter and connect a 600-ohm 
resistor to ~,. 

(g) Disconnect the T2 transformer from the 
4-wire signal· path and connect the 
output of the shaping filter to the 
S3(A) make-contact. 

2.32 The resulting loop-back signal path 
is the same as for the analog loop mode. If 
an error is detected, the LMPX output of IC4 
goes high, turning off the lamp driver and 
the TM lamp. 

2.33 The remote test mode for 2-wi.re 
operation allows the attendant at the serving 
test center to test data set circuitry with 
the exception of the custo111Er interface 
circuits. Depressing the locking RT switch 
puts IC3 and IC4 into the test mode. As with 
local self-test, a repeating 63-bit word is 
generated, processed by the transmitter and 
receiver circuitry, and ccmpared to the 
original word. If an error is detected, 
constant spacing is generated instead of the 
test word. 

2. 34 At the serving test center, th€ 
telephone line siqnal waveforms of the test 
word or the constant spacing can be observed. 
The attendant at the test center can apply a 
tone to the line to cause errors in the 
internal loop-back signal of the set, ana 
obeerve the line signal change from test word 
to constant spacing in a properly operatir,g 
set. All customer interface leads are made 
inoperative during the test, and all lamps 
are lit. 

2.35 Depressing the R';' switch operates 
the three sets of S1C contacts which perforn 
the (al through (el functions listed ill 2.31 
with the following exceptions. Ar. sic makP
contact overrides the TM lamp driver control 
and the LCC cii:cuit so tliat tr,es~ circu.i.t.s 
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are not turned off wben the lamp driver tame off if an error ie detected. 'lb• abaping 
filter output le"9l i• not attenuated u auch 
because tbe ■ignal ie aanitored at the 
■erving teat center. The eignal level aero•• 
the DR1 and M"1 teDainale, when terainated in 
600 ohms, i• -11 d.BD, and tbe loop-melt 
eign&l ie equivalent to • line eignal of -20 
dBm a• oppoeed to -216 dBm for Nlf-t:eet. 

· When tbe opti011al r .. _..e c:bamlel i■ 
in■talled, add.itiaoal t:e■te •Y be perfozmed 
by the aerri.DCJ teat center•• outlined in tbe 
~ver•• cbaD.Del deecription. 

2.36 The reaot:e· uet aode for .-w1re 
operation allow• the attendant at tbe data 
teat center to teat data Nt circuitry vith 
the ezceptiClll of tbe custaaer interface 
circuits. Depreeeing the locking H ewitch 
pute IC3 and IC• into the digital loop-back 
(DLB) mode. The output of tbe deaa4ulator ie 
coupled to the input of the mdulator 80 that 
the attendant at the Nrving teat center aar 
perform a loop-back teat. All caetamer 
interface lead■ a.re made 1.Doperative during 
the teat, and only the TM and ON lamp• are 
lit. 

2.37 Depreseing the RT ewitch operates 
the three ■eta of S1C contacts which perform 
the following fwictiona during •-wire 
operation: 

(a) Switch IC3 and IC• into the DLB aode. 

(bl control the lamp evitch (LP SW) for 
the RS laJnp 80 that the lam1= ie off 
regardlese of the ■tate of CA. 

(c) Turn on the TM lamp. Becauee the 
local copy switch is operated in the 
~-wire mode, the contact that controls 
the TM la.mp does not affect the et.ate 
of tbe LCC circuit. 

(di The signal level at the output of t:he 
shaping filter is not modified. 

REVERSE CHANNEL 

2.38 In 2-wire service, the optional 
reverse channel, JY1 or JY2, provides a S-bls 
supervision channel in the opposite direction 
from the primary channel. A 387-Hz on-off 
amplitude-modulated carrier is ueed. 
Insertion of the reverse channel circuit pack 
and ■witching of the S3 (B) option contacts 
enable reverse channel. The primary channel 
is modified as follows: 

(a) The frequency reject network (P'RN) 
connected between the equalizer and 
limiter rejects frequencies around 387 
Bz fr0ll\ the receive path. 

(bl A low-pass T netvork is cannected to 
the hiqh-pass eection of the shaping 
filter to form a twin-T notch filter 
centered at 387 Hz. This network 
eliminates frequencies around 387 Hz 
frOlll the primary transmit channel 
spectrum. 

(C) The center frequency and O of t:he equal.iaer are 11'.'>dified to equalize for 
the pbaee introduced by the FRN and 
twin-T. 

2.!9 'l'be transmit or receive atate of 
tbe nvene cba.nnel ie detemined by the 
atate of requeet-to-eend (CA). Tbe CA ■witch 
contzols the P'SN ■witching circuit (JY1 only) 
and a M9atiw level reeults in the following 
et.ate■ : 

(a) Tbe rmrn c:bannel transmit signal 
path fr0111 RCTOUTI of IC3 to PSN is 
enabled (JY1J. 

(b) Tbe eiqnal path from P'SN to the 
ahaping filter is enabled (JY1). 

(c) 'l'be rfl'eree channel receive aiqna.l 
path from traneformer T1 to tre 
equalizer to FSN is die&.bled (JY 1). 

Cd) '1'be rewrae c:baDnel driver output is 
negatiw if the reverse channel local 
copy option ie not ■elected. Removal 
of the opti011 etrapping plug enables 
the driver for local copy (JY1 and 
JY2). 

2.co (JY1 and JY2J The reverse channel 
ie in the transmit mode. A positive voltage 
(apace) applied to terminal SCA produces a 
387-Bz squa.rewave from RCTOUTX to the F~. 
The lo~ass FSN supplies a 387-Hz einewave 
to the ahaping filter. The lir.e signal level 
with DR1 and D'1'1 terminated in 600 ohms is -1 
dBm. The P'SN output is also converted to a 
de voltage by the reverse channel demodulator 
(RC DEMOD) and a positive voltage is ap~liec 
to the SCF tern.inal if local copy is 
■elected. No 387-Hz eignal is generated for 
a negative voltage (mark) app.lied to SCA. 

2. 01 With CA positive, the output of the 
CA switch is high. resulting in a reversal of 
the etates just described. The reverse 
channel receive signal path from T1 throuqt 
the equalizer. FSN. RC DEMOD, and the driver 
(alvays enabled for JY2J is enabled for JYi. 

2.162 (JY2) A eecond FSN elimir,ates t:he 
need for the P'SN ewitching on the JY2 reverse 
channel. A FSN is always . lll the receive 
path. thereby allowing receipt of reverse 
channel eignal regardless of the state of 
request-to-eend. 

TEST MODES WI'IH REVERSE CBAN~EL 

2-•3 In the analog loop mode w.i.th the 
reverse channel iDstalled, a signal applied 
on the SCA terminal with CA neqative will 
produce a modulated 387-Hz squarewave or. 
RCTOUTX which is supFlied to the FSN. Two 
eignal paths are established from the FSN tc 
the ■haping filter. One is the normal 
transmit mode path, and the other is the patt, 
through terminal £10 provided to boost the 
leYel of the looF-back reverse channel 
eic;rnal. A level equivalent to a -6 dE~ 
received line signal results at thE 

SECTIO!'s II Page 5 
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equalizer. This signal is blocked by the FRN. However, the reveree channel e1gnal 
from tbe P'SN ie •upplied to the RC DEMOD, and 
a ■iqnal i• received at the SCF ters.inal if 
local copy is •elected. 

2. U In the local eelf-test aode With 
revene channel. terminals SCA and SCI' are 
-de inoperative, and the 1aJDp dri•er bolds 
tbe output of tbe CA evi tch lov unless an 
error is detected. With IC3 and ICC! in the 
teat aode, • 387-Bz equarewave an-off 
modulated signal at ,.3 b/e is supplied at 
RC'l'ODTX, filtered by the PSN, and ■upplied to 
tbe •baping filter via the tvo ai9nal paths 
a• i.n the analog loop mode. fte FD aust 
raject this -6 dBm aignal for the ■et to pus 
Nlf-teat. 

2.1t5 In the reznc--:e teat IIIOde. the aame 
reverae channel atates are established as in 
local aelf-test except that terminal E10 is 
not cannected to the ■hapi.ng filter and the 
reverse channel signal is applied to the 2-
vire · tine. 'Jhe reverse chamlel signal le9el 
transmitted is -1u dBm, and the loopback 
aignal level is -18 dBm. The reverse channel 
siqnal trU1amittec simultaneously with the 
pri111ary· channel eignal may be monitored at 
the ■erving teat center to verify proper 
reverse channel trans~it operation. 

2.•E After an err.or is ·caused in the 
teat aode l,y a tona.. •~nt fro111 the ■erving 
test center, the U(PX, larrf' driver, and CA 
-itch outputs all 90 high, putting the 
reverse channel in th~ receive mode. No 
siqnal appears at th~ J. CTOUTX output. As in 
the case without reverse channel. CODBtallt 
apacinq (2200 Hz) is supplied at PTDX and 
transmitted. Proper reverse channel receive 
operation is verified by sending a 387-Hz 
tone from t.he test center which is 
demodulated, making the ftC CEMOD output high 
and the RCRX 1nput of ICII lo~. Constant 
au-king (1200 Bz) is transmitted in a 
pMperly opexating data set. 

3. 202T-L1 "l'RANSMil7ER-R'.ECEIVU CIRCUIT -
CPS1 tM[F DISC.) 

POWER SUPPLY 

3.01 The JCS-21239 L1, L4, or LS 
trar,sformer or the ac supply of the 39A1 or 
40!1 data mounting provides a nominal 24-volt 
ac center-tapped aource to "t.he AC1, AC2, and 
GRD inputs of the full-wave bridge rectifier 
ci.2-CRS. Nominal +111 and -1u volt outputs 
result with up to 1.7-volts peak-to-peak 
(P/P) ripple and approximately t2.5 volts 
tolerance. When c011111ercia.l ac power ia not 
•vailable, de voltages of t15 t1.5 volts may 
also be connected to the Ac:1. AC2. and GRD 
inputs to power the eet. Voltages 
approximately 0.7 volt less th&Jl the i.nputs 
result at the rectifier outputs. 

3.02 Resistor-capacitor filters derive 
t11 volts witil a snaximur.- of 0.5 volt peaJi:-to
peak ripple and c toler~nce of approximately 
t3.0 volts. Ar, integra~ea circuit voltage 
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regulator IC2 aupiilles +5 t0.25 volts with leas thar.i 0.1 •olt ~/P ripple. Zener diode 
CR1 derhe• -12 •al.ta. With an ac inpit 
•oltag,e 11111:h l.ess than nomi.nal, corresponding 
to a power line •ol tage of 105 vol ts, the 
aener diode .. Y drop out of conduction, t:ut 
tbe .instantaneous volUge across the zener 
diode ahould remain vithiii the range -12 t1.2 
,Palta. 

NOS LSI CDCUI'l'S 

3.03 M>S 1.SI circuits IC3 and IC4 
prcw.icSe four operating modes in data aet 202-r 
vhicb are determined by the ANALX. TESTX, and 
DI.BX inputs aa follows: 

(a) Deta aode (ANALX•TESD•DLBl•0J 

aode 

(C) Teat aode (TES'l'X•1, ANAl.X•DLBX•O) 

(dJ Digital loop-back (DLBJ mode (DLBX•1, 
ANALX•TESTX•0). 

3.0lf With IC3 and ICl in the data mod~ 
or the analog loop IDOde, the clear-to-send 
interval is determined .by the AY. and BX 
inputs as showr, in 'Iable A. 1.0gic level 1 is 
with the switch C011tact open. If CAX c:hanqes 
state during tbe interval, the duration of 
the interval .is undefined. 

"IAJ:l.E A 

CLEAR-'IO-SENt INT.ERVAL OPTIONS 

6! H Interval Range {msl 

0 0 171.8 - 186.4 

1 

0 

, 

0 57.3 - 62.5 

29.0 - 30.6 

7.7 - e. 3 

3.05 Soft turnoff and squelch intervals 
are determined by the NFSQX, NFSFX, FSSCX, 
and FSSFX inputs as llhown in Table E. Logic 
level 1 is with the switch contact open. 

3.06 An 8U4.8 t0.42 kEz sguarewave is 
applied to the CL844X input to make IC3 anc 
IClf function. The duty cycle of the 
squarevave must be 50 t10 percent, and the 
xiae and fall times 1111st be less than 0.2 us 
for proper operation. for this &Dd all other 
inputs, the logic 0 level must be between G 
and 0.lf volts and the logic 1 level aist be 
between 4 and 5 vol ts. Most inputs have 
internal pullup resistors to the •S volt 
supply so logic level 1 is assumed i:! thE 
input is open-circ111ted. The excepuor.s an, 
ALX, AM.PDETX, CDX, D1X, U~INX, RCF.Y., a.:-.c 
SCAX. 
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3.07 Most of the outputs awing between a logic O level of Oto 0.4 volt and a logic 1 
level of II to 5 volts. The exceptions a.re: 
the PTDX output vhich bas three levels, 
approximately o. +2.S, and +S volts, to 
provide a better approximaticri to a llinewave 

than is obtained with a 
ORYX output which has a 
approximately +5 volts 
that is determined by the 
connected to it. 

squarewave; and the 
logic 1 level of 
but a logic O level 
external components 

TABLE B 

SOFT TURNOP'l' AND SQUELCH INTERVAL OP'l'IONS 

STF INT Range so IN'I Range NFSQX Nl'SP'X FSSOX FSSFX (1118) (111S) 

0 0 • • 0 0 

0 1 • 1 7.8 - 8.11 0 

0 1 • 0 23.2 - 211.0 0 

1 0 1 1 0 8.4 - 9.0 

1 0 • 0 0 1118.2 - 1611.5 

1 0 0 • 0 1118.2 -: 1611.S 

1 7.8 - 8.11 8.11 - 9.0 , 1 0 1 7.8 - 8.11 1118.2 - 1611.S 

1 1 • 0 23.2 - 211. 0 1118.2 - 1611.S 

• Indicates don't care, ie, either O or ,. 
LINE TRANSFORMER CIRCUITS 

3.08 The T1 and T2 transformers present 
600-ohm terminations to the lines, and have 
electrostatic shields to reduce longitudinal 
line nuise. Signals are attenuated 
approximately 2 dB by the transfo.cmers. 
Resistors R17 and R25 limit surge currents, 
and surge rated diodes CR8 and CR9 limit 
voltage surges to approximately 20 volts. 

SHAPING FILTER 

3.09 The shaping filter, an active 
fourth-order bandpass filter, has a transfer 
function of the form as2/(bs•+cs~+dsZ+es+1). 
It is composed of high-pass sections C6,R14 
and C7,RS and low-pass sections C1,R6 and 
C2 ,F7 with naninal cutoff frequencies of 780 
and 2800 Hz, respectively. Feedback to R14 
and C1 from R2 shifts the 3-dB points of the 
bandpass response further apart. capacitor ca, necessary when reverse channel is 
instal!ed, reduces the gain at higher 
frequencies in the passband. The resulting 
3-dB cutoff frequencies are approxi.mately 600 
and 3000 Hz, and the response falls off at 12 
dB per octave. The signal level into 600 
ohms connected across the DT 1 and DR 1 
terminals is approximately O dBm. 

3. 10 Terminals E6, E7, and ES are 
connected to R15, R16, and C7 of CPS2 to form 
a twin-T notch filter and a reverse channel 
sional path through the shaping filter when 

rewrse channel is installed. Approximately 40 dB of attenuation at 387 HZ ana 1.5 dB of 
attenuation in 
primary channel 
filter. 

EQUALIZER 

the passband results for the 
response of the shaping 

3.11 The ccmpromise equalizer is 
composed of two second-order stages that 
provide slope equalization with a low-pass 
filter and delay equalization with an all
pass filter. The filters are realized using 
a single amplifier biquadratic type 
realization for the low-pass filter and a 
Sallen-Key type realization for the all-pass 
filter. 

3.12 The low-pass network is cOinpriseci 
of IC9B, R39 through R42, and C16 througt. 
C1 B. The response of this network is a 
linear gain versus frequency starting with O 
dB at about 1000 Hz and rising to 
approximately +S.S dB at 2700 Hz. Ihe 
response falls off after 2700 Hz at about 12 
dB per octave. 

3.13 The all-pass network is composed of 
IC9A, R43 through R47, R49 through R52, and 
C19 and C20. Resistors R44 and RSO are 
switched into the network when the data set 
is equipped with reverse channel. This 
changes the center frequency and C as 
outlined below to provide addi tior;al 
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filtering to phase equalize the 
tbe reverse channel circuit: 

filters of 

(a) With reverse channel, the center 
frequency of the network is 
approximately 
differential 
1000 and 1925 
us. 

1925 Hz. The 
delay ••sured between 
Hz is approd.ma tely 700 

(b) Without reverse channel, the center 
frequency of the network i• 
approximately 1775 Hz. The 
differential delay ••sured between 
1000 and 1750 Bz is about 5•0 aa. 

3. 14 When. tbe data aet is in the loc&l 
sel.f-test IIIOde or in the remote test mode 
during 2-wire operation, R52 is bypaaeed to 
ground by 05. This change decreases the Q of 
the al.l-pass network which decreaaes the 
differential delay meaeured .between any two 
£requencies, without appreciably changing the 
center frequency. 

3.15 On aeries 6 and later data ■ets, 
R52 may be paral.leled by R74 via an option 
strap inserted in E28. Thie option reduces 
the Q of the delay equalizer to provide less 
comprcnise equalization for local or abort
haul reception. 

LIMITER - AMPLITUDE DETECTOR 

3.16 Amplifier IC10 and the six diodes 
in the feedback loop form a soft l.imiter at 
nollli.Dal input levels. When the input ewings 
slightly negative, the output r~ses, and when 
it reaches approximately +1 volt, CR16 and 
CR17 ■tart to conduct to provide negative 
feedback. For positive inputs, CR19 and CR20 
conduct when the output reaches -1 volt. 
Resistors ~s. R6, R9, and R15 establ.illh the 
voltage gain when the output exceeds ±1 volt. 
Diodes G.15 and CR18 limit the output swing 
to approximately ±2 volts vhen high-level 
inputs are applied. Transistor 06 is biased 
on the edge of conduction and produces a 
hard-l.imited output. 

3.17 Resistor R8 provides positive 
feedback around the limiter, which makes it 
respond to very low level signals (and 
noise) • The output frequency is a maxilllWll of 
1/3 of the frequency of any input bel.ow 
approximately -60 dBm beca¥se C25 and C26 are 
in the feedback loop and slow down the 
response. The positive feedback is small 
enough so as not to interfere at signal 
levels above -45 dBm (0.012 volt P/P). 

3.18 At the junctions of CR19 and CR20 
and of CR16 and CR17, negative and positive 
half-ave rectified signals result which are 
filtered by RC networks. The resultant de 
voltaqes are appl.ied through IHI and R11 to 
the differential inputs of IC11. which 
operates at its open l.oop voltage gain. 
voltages derived by CR21 and CR22 estabU.sh 
the amplitude detection level. When the 
rectified and filtered signals are such that 
they cancel the reference levels at the 
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inputs to IC11, IC11 is at the point of 
■witching fram a positive to a negative 
output level. This state occurs for received 
line signals of approximately -32 dBm. 'Ihe 
m&XlllWII &mplitude detection time is 
approximately 6 ms, which occurs with l°"1 
aignal level.s. 1'be maximam release time is 
approximately 10 JDS, which occurs with high 
■ignal levels. 

SWITCHING CIRCUITRY 

3.19 In the nor111al 1110de (S1A, S1B, S1C 
not operated) the customer-controlled 
terminal CA determines tbe state of 011. The 
eaitt:er of 011 is clmnped to +5 volts. With 
the CA terminal poaitive, 011 is on and 
terminal E20, which control.& the reverse 
channel, ia at +5 volts. The emitter of 08 
is at approximately 6.5 volts if contact 1 of 
S2 is open so Q7 is on, regardless of the 
atate of IC11. The inverting inputs of IC6A 
and IC7 are held at approximately 6 volts 
which makes the BB and CF teniinals negative 
regardless of the at.ate of BBX and CFOX. 
With contact 1 of S2 cl.osed, QB is off and Q7 
is controlled by IC11, and the invertin~ 
inputs of IC6A and IC7 are at approximately 
1. 5 volts, making the drivers operational. 

3.20 With the CA terminal negative, C11 
is off and terminal E20 is at approximately 
-5 volts vith contact 1 of 52 open or closed. 
Transistor QB is off. 

3.21 When test switch S1B or S1C is 
operated in the .2-ire mode, Q12 turns on 
when the LMPX output is at logic 0 l.evel. 
Transistor Q11 turns off because its emitter 
is switched to approximately ground 
potential. If the LMPX output switches to 
logic 1 level because of ar, error in the test 
mode of IC3 and IC41, 012 turns off ar,d Q1, 
turns on. The TM lamp turns off during self
test but is hel.d on by an sic control dur~g 
remote test. 

3.22 The lamps are light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs). Each LED is biased with a current of 
approximately 10 DIA when it is lit, which 
produces a voltage drop of approximately 2 
volts across the LED. In ~e series 
connection arrangement of LEDs, a transistor 
is tumed on to turn off the LED connected ir. 
parallel vitb it. 

II. JY1 REVERSE CHANNEL CIRCUI'I - CPS2 
(MFR DISC. I 

P'RN 

11.01 The frequency reject network (FRN) 
consists of two identical second-order single 
&mplifier biquadratic (SAB) networks, in 
tandem. Maxi.mwr. attenuation of the notch 
filter response occurs at 387 ±8 .Hz and 
should be greater than 55 dB to provide 
adequate rejection. At frequencies higher 
than 387 Bz, the response increases, and frorr 
approximately 1000 Hz and higher the gain is 
0.0 ±0.5 dB. Resistors R11 and R12 forro a 
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gain enhancement divider network 
provides for the correction gain. 

FSN 

that 

4. 02 The frequency select network (FSNI 
consists of two identical second-order SAB 
networks, ICJA and ICJB, and associated 
components, in tandem. An underdamped low
pass response is obtained with 23 dB of gain 
at 387 Bz and lt9 dB of attenuation at 
approximately 1200 9%. The peak baa a O of 
approximately 7.8 and a 3-dB bandwidth around 
387 Bz of approximately ~15 Hz. When :1D the 
reverse chai:inel transmit signal path, an 
approximate 6-volt P/P signal results at the 
output of IC3B. 

REVERSE CHANNEL DEMODUIATOR 

4. 03 Amplifiers IC4 and ICSA and 
associated c0111>onents form a demodulator that 
produces a positive output level for input 
sicmals with frequency near 387 Bz and 
amplitude greater than the threshold voltage 
of approximately 0.08 volt P/P. The :i.Dput is 
at the junction of R39 and R40. Positive 
feedback around IC4 establishes the threshold 
voltage. Input signal levels below threshold 
have little effect on the output of IC4 which 
oscillates at approximately 770 Bz determined 
by the network made up of R42, R43, C12, and 
C15. A 387-Bz signal above threshold is 
amplified by nearly the open loop gain of 
IC4. 

4.04 A high-pass filter, comprised of 
RSO and C16, and a low-pass filter, comprised 
of R49 and C17, are connected to the output 
of IC4. A 387-Hz output experiences less 
attenuation through the low-pass section and 
produces approximately +O.S volt on C19 and 
-0.5 volt on C18 which drive the output of 
ICSA positive. A 770-Hz output favors the 
high-pass circuit path and produces a 
negative outpit. 

SWITCHING CI.RCUITS 

4. 05 In the FSN svitchin;J circuit, the 
signal flow through three separate circuit 
paths is controlled by the voltage applied to 
the E20 terminal. With E20 held at +S volts, 
Q2 holds Q3 off and Q4 and Q5 on. The path 
frat1 E2 to the FSN is enabled and the other 
two paths are disabled. With E20 held at -5 
vol~~. Q2 holds Q3 on and Q4 and QS off. The 
paths fran E4 to the FSN and the FSN to E7 
are enabled and the other path ia disabled. 

4.06 Tbe customer interface driftr ICSB 
is disabled such that SCF is negative vhen +5 
volts is applied to terminal E20 vith the 
strapping plug between the base and emitter 
of Q7 removed. Tr&nsistor Q7 is on and the 
inverting input of ICSB is at +S volts. 

Application of a voltage between +2.5 and +S 
volts to terminal E1 also disables IC5B. 

5. INTERFACE CIRCUIT AND POWER TRANSFORMEF 
('7B1 DATA MOUNTING) - FS2 

5.01 This assembly, used for single data 
aet installations, consists of a printed 
circuit board CP3 vith a data set connector, 
a telephone interface connector, a power 
transformer, a 6-foot power cord, a 5-1/2 
foot telephone connection cord, and an 
&luminum and plastic housing and frame. 

6. 4081 DATA MOO'NTI?«; - .FsJ 

6.01 The •OB1 data mount:i.Dg consists of 
a backplane printed circuit board CPS; 16 
prillted circuit flex tapes, each conta.ining a 
data set connector and a customer interface 
cormector; an ac power supply; a power cor1; 
and a rack-mountable frame. connections to 
the telephone system are made through tvo so
pin cODDectors IIIOWlted on the backplane. 

6.02 A nominal voltage of 21l volts ac is 
supplied to each data set by the T1 or T2 
transformer. The data sets in positions, 
through 4 and 9 through 12 are powered by 'I1, 
and the sets in the other eight positions are 
powered by T2. The 70-type fuses used 
provide a visual indication if a fuse 
oper&tes. 

7. 39A1 DATA MOUNTING - FS4 

7.01 The 39A1 data mounting is similar 
to the •OB1 data lllOunting, but it does not 
contain a backplane or the flex tapes. 
Sixteen data set connectors with wire-wrap 
terminals are provided for connecti.Lg the 
data sets. 

8. JY2 REVERSE CHANNEL CIRCUIT - CPS2E 

FRN 

8.01 see 4.01 for a descriptio~ of the 
frequency reject network. 

FSN 

8.02 The transmitter and receiver FS~s 
each consist of t1olO identical second-order 
SAB networks. An underdaroped low-pass 
response is obtained with 3 dB of qain at 387 
Bz and an attenuation greater than 50 dE at 
1000 Hz. The peak has a Q of approximately 
7.8 and a 3-dB bandwidth around 387 Ez of 
approxiir.ately +15 Hz. When a 387-Ez signal 
is being transmitted, the ·signal level at the 
output of transmitter FSN is approximately 6 
volts P/P. At the input to the receiver FSN, 
a clipping circuit, consisting of diodes CF1 
and CR2, resistor R13, and capacitor C28 is 
provided to prevent transients on the loo~ 
during call setup from producing spu:ious 
outputs from the reverse channel demodulatcr. 
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REVERSE CHANNEL DEJIODtlLA'l'OR 

8.03 Amplifiers IC4 and ICSA and 
associated components fon a demodulator tbat 
produces a positive output level for input 
signals vi.th frequency near 387 ez and 
amplitude greater than the threabold voltage 
of approximately 0.08 volt P/P. Po■itive 
feedback around IC4 establishes the 
thre■hold. Input signal level.a below the 
threshold have little effect on the output of 
IC4, which oscillates at approximately 770 
Bz, determined by the netvork C0111p09ed of 
resistors R25 and R26 and capacitor CH. A 
387-Bz signal abo,pe tbresbold is aaplified by 
nearly tbe open l00p gain of IC4. 

8.04 A high-pass filter, campoaed of 
resistor R31 and capacitor C15, and a low
~as filter, made up of resistor R30 and the 
effective capacitance ze■ulti.ng from 
capacitor• C16 and C17, are connected to the 
output of IC4. A 387-Bz ootput experiences 
less attenuation through the low-pass aeetion 
and produces approximately +o.s •olt on 
capacitor C16 and -o.s volt 011 capacitor C17, 
which drive the output of ICSA positive. A 
770-Bz output favors the high-pass circuit 
path and produces a negative output. 

'IERMINA'roR, DRIVER, AND CONTROL CIRCUITS 

8.05 Data signal SCA is inverted by the 
tei::minator, which consists of transistor Q2 
and aasociated components and is applied to 
I C3 and the control circuit, which consists 
of transistor 03 and associated components. 
The control circuit controls the driver, 
which consists of ICSB, to enable or disable 
the reverse channel output at terminal E3. 

8.06 With terminal SCA negative, 
terminal E2 is negative, transistors Q2 and 
Q3 are off, and the inverting input of IC5B 
is held at approximately ground potential by 
a resistor network on the data set circuit 
pack. Tbe driver and the reverse channel 
receiver are enabled. 

8. 07 With terminal SCA poai ti ve, 
terminal E2 is positive, transistor 02 is an, 
but the state of transistor 03 depends on the 
voltage applied to ter~inal E20 and on the 
reverse channel local copy option. With 
local copy, selected by strapping terminal 
E21 to terminal E22, trans,i.stor 03 is off and 
the driver is enabled. Without local copy, 
selected by strapping terminal E21 to 
terminal E23, transistor 03 is on if terminal 
E20 is at ground potential and tbe driver is 
disabled with terminal · E3 negative. A 
voltage of 5.7 volts is applied to terminal 
E20 if terminal CA is positive or tbe data 
set is in the analog l.oop-back test mode. 
T'hen transistor 03 is off and the driver is 
enabled. 

8. 08 The local copy signal received at 
terminal E3 is delayed approxi.Jllately 50 111s 
from the signal provided at terminal E2. 
When local copy is not provided, the driver 
111ust be held disabled for at least 50 ms 
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after terminal E2 goes negative to supµess 
the delayed signal. capacitor C18 holds the 
driver disabled by slowly discharging frou 5 
volts toward ground potent.ial. The driver 
.becomes enabled when the voltage at terminal 
E1 reaches approximately 0.6 volt. 

9. 202T-L1A 'l'RANSMI'ITER-RECEIVER AND JY4 
REVERSE CHANNEL - FS5 

9.o, Data eet 202'1'-L1A offers the 
following features not provided with data aet 
202'1'-L1: 

(a) compromiae amplitude equalizer 
installer option. When in the MIN 
poaitioz., this option inserts a low
pass RC filter in the receive signal 
path, llhich effectively removes the 
compromise amplitude equalization. 

(b) Channel condition installer optioo. 
MC>difies the demodulator of IC229C for 
improved performance an C2 conditioned 
lines at all rated bit speeds. 

(c) State of cc (DSR) during analog 
loopback installer optiozi. Allows ttre 
custOIIIU to choose the state of cc 
during the analog loopback test. 

(dt 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

~ £ilter on TEXS. Penni.ts date 
auxiliary set 828 or 829 to be placel 
up to 1000 feet away. 

Lower distortion during analog 
loopback. This it achieved by forcing 
the JUN delay equalizer option duru.9 
tbe l.oopback test. 

An improved 2-ire re1110te test hybrid. 
This provides more cancellation of the 
locally generated signal at tc,e 
equalizer input, thereby allowing a 
higher signal level to be transmitted 
to the remote station, ensuring a more 
reliable remote test. 

A clamp on llX when 
detector is low. 
performance when the 
clamp option is OU!. 

the amplitude 
This improves 
received dat.a 

Improved self-test. A nonfunctioning 
crystal oscillator is detected during 
self test by checking on the state of 
Ampdetx. 

A high-pass RC filter in the receive 
path. Increases rejection of 60 Hz 
and its harD10nics when reverse channel 
is not installed. This filter is not 
in the receive path when reverse 
channel, which provides low-frequency 
rejection, is installed. 

I111proved looi:t>ack test. ~hen the 
reverse channel circuit is installeo 
on data set 20 2T-L1A, loop.back of 
reverse channel during ALalog loopback 
is independent of the reverse chanr.el 
local copy option. 
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(k) AD additional delay equalizer stage. This is used only when reverse channel is installed to compensate for degradation to the pri-ry cbumel 
caused by the FRN. 

Cl) Improved fut mode carrier detection. 
The fast mode carrier detection 
operate time 11!1 9 dB more tolerant of eecond harmonic dil!ltortion and i.e also 
lel!IS affected by noise. 

(m) Improved digital loopback teat. The 
carrier detector must nov t:e an in order for digital looEbaclt to occur. 
The demodulator output ie clamped at mark level vhen the carrier detector 
is off. 

INTERFACE CIRCUITS 

9.02 see 2.03 through 2.06 for description of the interface circuits with the exception that the strapping option plugs menti0lled in parts (b) and (c) of paragraph 2.03 are replaced by Sil switch contacts. 

HOS LSI CIRCUITS 

9.03 See 2.07 and 2.08 for description of the functions of the MOS LSI circuits. 

9.04 IC4, a JCS-21217 L1 device in data set 202T-L1, has been replaced by a WE229C IC in this application. The 229C devtce bas provision for a new option which allo,,s for changing the demodulator for improved performance on C2 conditioned lines. It also has an improved carrier detector circuit. 

INSTALLER OPTIONS 

9.05 See 2.09 through 2.111 for a description of installer options provided by nine of the contacts of the S2 switch. A filter has been added to the TEKS terminal (described in 2.13) which allows the data auxiliary set to be placed up to 1000 feet from the data set. 

9.06 A clamped or an uncla.mped received data output (BB) when the carrier detector output is low is selected by the S2 contact on the CLMPX input to ICII. With the control ,open, the clamp mode is in. With the contact closed, the clamp mode is .out and data may be received on the BB lc=ad prior to tumon of the carrier detector if the carrier frequency is within the frequency range of the demodulator and ~ .. of a high enough le.el to. operate the AJ11plitude detector. 

9.07 Ten contacts in the 53 switch assembly provide the 2- or 4-vire, the reverse channel (for 2-wire only), the compromise delay equalization, the compromise amplitude equalization, and the channel condition installer-selected options. The contacts for 2- or q-ire are labeled S3(A); the contacts for reverse channel are labeled S3(B). The states shown correspcnd to 2-wire withou~ ~everse channel. For 2-wire w1t.r, 

reverse channel, the S3 (B) contacts are evitched to the other state. For II-wire, the S3 (A) cont&ct8 are also avitched to the other atate. The 62 contact that provides local copy must also be switched to the opposite state of that sbOWD. 

9.08 An S3 switch contact parallels R67 of the delay equalizer section. Closing this contact lovers the Q of the stage, thereby reducing the &1110unt of compromise equalization. This option may be used for local and abort-haul data reception. 

9.09 The compranise amplitude equalizer option is provided by an S3 switch CCllltact used to switch capacitor C30 to foDII a lowpass RC network with resistor R58. The response of the network cancels the compromise amplitude response of the equalizer. 

9.10 The channel condition option is used to modify the demodulator for operation over C2 conditioned 3002 lines. This _option is provided by the 53 switch contact connected to FCDX of IC4. 

9.11 The three SIi switch contacts provide the carrier detector reset and continuous carrier cptior.s (see ,.02) and the state of cc (DSR) during analog loopback option (see 9.14). 

TRANSMITTER-RECEIVEF-

9.12 See 2.17 through ,. 25 £or description of the operation of the transmitter-receiver vith the exception that 2.211 should refer to 9.06 ir.steac of l. 15. 

TEST MODES 

9.13 The'data set test modes are analog loop, local self-test, and remote test. 1he three test switches are laoeled AL, LT, and RT. 

9.14 See 2.27 and 2.28 for a descri~tion of the data set in the analog :oopbacK. rr.ode with the exception that in 2.27 whether or not the CC terminal is at a negative leve~ 
(OFF) is dependent on the setting of tne option labeled state of cc (DSF<.) dur ir,o analog loopback. Part (d) ot 2.28 snow.a read: Force the KIN delay equalizer Oftion to reduce distortion during the test. Also, add part (l) which reads: Place a low voltage on inverting input of CA switch via diode CR23. 

9.15 Paragraph 2.29 does not apply. The signal level is not reduced. 

9. 16 See 2. 30 and 2. 31 for a descriFtior. of the data set when in the local self-te5t mode with the exceFtion that part (a) of 2.31 should read: switch IC3 and IC4 into t.he test mode which also lifts th~ em.iH:er of tie. RS control tra.nsistcr so that th~ ~s larn~ turns on. Part (c) of 1.31 !!hoc::i.d re.id; Place a low voltage on "the 111ve_rtinc: ir.:::..:i: of 

SECTI01' Il Pac<c 1 , 
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tbe CA switch via a diode ccnnected to the 
collector of the TM la111p drl.ver which is ON 

as noted in part (b) • Part (d) of 2.31 
ehould read: Operate &11 inverter vhicb turns 
on the MR, co, and cs lamps, and ewit.cbes two 
baffere which decrease the differential de1ay 
between any two frequencies in the two del.ay 
equalizer sections. P&rt (e) of 2. 31 should 
read: Attenuate by 28 dB the eignal from 
PTDX to the shaping filter input. 

9.17 U an error is detected daring 
local . •elf-test, the LMPX outpat Of 1c• qoee 
high, tundng off the lamp driver and 1:be TM 

laap. 

9. 18 The TM lamp is bel.d off by tbe 
amplitude detector through diode CR25 if the 
LSI logic is inoperative •• a result of a 
malfunctioning crystal oscillator. 

9.19 see 2.33, 2.3•, and 2.35 for a 
c1eacription of the 4ata eet while in the 2-
wire remote test 110de with the excepti011 that 
reference to -11 dBm in 2.35 should be to -5 
411111 and reference to -2• dBm for eelf-test 
ebould be emitted. 

9.20 A hybrid arrangeaent (aee 10.0•> 
reduces the level of the local signal at the 
input to tbe limiter. 

9.21 see. 2.36 and 2.37 for a description 
of the data set when in the •-vi re remote 
test mode. 

REVERSE CHANNEL 

9. 22 Those portions of 2. 38 through 2.112 
that apply to the JY2 reveree channel also 
apply to the JY4 reverse channel as ueed on 
data ■et 202T-L1A with the exception of part 

(Cl of 2.38. The FRN of the JY• p~vides 
acae low-end amplitude compensation and also 
adds less delay distortion to the receive 
path of the primary channel.. 

9.23 An extra section of delay equalizer 
is provided on the data eet circuit pack in 
the pa th of the 'FRN insertion point. The 
additional canpensation belps correct for 
delay distortion added by the FRN and tvin-T. 

TEST MODES lilTH REVERSE CHANNEL 

9.241 Ill the analog l~pback mode with 
reverse channel instal.led, a signal applied 
on terminal SCA with terminal CA negative and 
terminal CD positive produces a Slodulated 
387-B:z squarewave on the R:TOOTX output of 
J:C3, vhich is filtered by the DUT FSN. 'l'he 
signal passes through the shaping filter, REC 

FSN. RC DEHOD, and EIA driver to terminal 
SCF. The local copy optiOD does not have to 
be install.ed because an S1A switch contact 
makes one input to the CA ewitch low, 
producing a high level at terminal E20, which 
enables the EIA driver if local copy is not 
selected. The shaping filter signal also 
passes through the equalizer, but is rejected 
by the FRN. 
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9. 25 In the l.oca.l self-test mode with 
reverse channel, ter111in&is SCA and SCI are 
.. de inoperative. With IC3 and IC• in the 
test aode, a 387-Bz equarewave, on-off 
IIC>dulated at ll.3 bis, is aupplied at ~TOO'IX, 

filtered by the XMI'I nm, and supplied to the 
•hapi.Dg filter. The result is a reverse 
cbumel ■ignal. l.eftl of -2 dBlll at the input 
oft.he equalizer. Tbe FRN DJ.St reject this 
•ignal for tbe eet ~ pass eelf-test. 

9. 26 In tbe raiote test aode the aame 
re,,erae cbaDDel state• are eetahlisbed as iL 

local ■el.f-test. The re,,erse channel signal 
ie tranaitted o.er t.he 2-wire line at a 
lnel of -7 4an together vi th tbe primary 
cbmmel signal. The looped-back level to the 
inpat of the FRN is reduced 1:>y bybrid action 
c■ee ,o.o•, to appl!OXia&tely -20 dBm for the 
rever■e cbannel signal and -18 dBm for the 
priJlary cbannel •ignal with T1 tei:m:i.nated i.r. 

600 ohms. 'lhe transmitted signal say be 

aoni tored at the ■erving test center to 
verify proper zeveree channel. transmit 
operation. 

t.27 A tcoe transmitted from the data 
teat center to the data set in the remote
teat mode, causes errors to occur in the 
looped back signal. "!'ti-? rever.- charuiel 
aoaul.ator turns off and constant spacing 
(2200 Bz) froan PTDX is transmitted. Proper 
re-.eree channel receive operation is verified 
by sending a 387-Bz tone fr0111 the test center 
which is demodulated, malting the RC I:EMOD 

output high and the RCRX input of IC&I low. 
constant marking (1200 BZ) ie tranmr.itted in 
a properly operating data set. 

10. 202T-L1A IM!SMfflEI<-RECEIVER CllCUI'I -

~ 

POWEil SOPPLY, NOS LSI CIRCUITS, UNE 
TRANSFORMERS, AND SHAPING FILTER 

10.01 The descriptions of the ~er 
supply. the MOS LSI circuits, the liLP. 
transformers, and the shaping filter (see 
3.01 through 3.10) apply to data set 202r-Lii 
as vell as data eet 202'I-L1 with the 
exception that in 3.08, resistors R17 and R25 
■hould be R27 and R32, and surge rated diodes 
CRB and CR9 should be CR6 and CR7. In 3.10, 
R15, F1~, and C7 should be R56, R57, and C23. 

10.02 The c011lpromiae equalizer is 

coq>osed of tvo second-order etages that. 
provide slope equalization with a low-pass 
filter and delay equaliT.ation with an all
pass filter. A aecond all-pass section iL 
the path of the FRN insertion point helps to 
canpensate for the delay distortion caused by 
the FRN when reverse chaimel is installed. 
The filters are realized using a single 
amplifier biquadratic-type rea.li:zation tor 
the low-pass filter and a Sallen-Key typt 
realizatiOll for the all-pass filters. 
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10. 0 3 The low-pass network is comprised 
of IC9B, R49 through R51, and C22 and C23. 
The response of this netvork is a linear gain 
versus frequency starting with O dB at about 
1000 Hz and rising to approximately +4.5 dB 
at 2700 Hz. '!'be response falls off after 
2700 Hz at about 12 dB per octave. 

10.011 During 2-vire remote test 
transmission, an error in the locally looped
back signal is caused by receipt of a tone 
from the serving test center. In order for 
this tone to cause an error, the level of the 
transmitted signal at the input to the local 
li~iter must be relatively low. Resistors 
R29, R59, and R60 with capacitors C24 and C25 
form a network to the positive input of IC9B 
qiving a response similar to that of the low
pass network of the equalizer. The 
difference amplifier thus for~J reduces the 
transmit signal level at the inp1t to the 
limiter without affecti:ng the_ receive l<"''!'el. 

10.05 The first stage of the all·•pass 
network is made up of IC9A, R52 through R56, 
R61 and R67, and C25 and C27. The second 
stage of all-pass network is made up of 
IC11B, R62 through R66, R68 and R69, and C36 
and C37. The differential delay of the first 
all-pass network is about 5601 usec bet111een 
1000 and 1750 Hz for the MAX settina of the 
delay option. The total differential delay 
for the two all-pass networks is 6650 usec 
between the same two frequencies. 

10. o, IJhen t.he ~ab .ftt u i.o ~e local 
self-test mode or in the 2-wire remote test 
mode, R61 of the first and R68 of the second 
all-pass network are bypassed to ground by 
the ON states of Q7 a.nd Q8. An S3 switch 
contact in parallel with R67 can be used to 
bypass the resistor to ground, thus providing 
the MIN compromise delay equalization option. 

10.07 Capacitor C28 and resistor R57 
form a high-pass RC filter in the receive 
signal path when reverse channel is not 
installed. It aids in the rejection of 60 Hz 
and its harmonics. 

LIMITER-AMPLITUDE DETECTOR 

10.08 The description of the limiter
a111Plitude detector appiies to data set 
2D1.T-L1A as well as data set 202T-L1. It is 
repeated here (10.09 through 10.11) with data 
set 202T-L1a Component nwit>ers which are 
different from data set 202T-L1 a.nd too 
numerous to list separately. 

10.09 Amplifier IC10 and the six diodes 
in the feedback loop forro a soft limiter at 
nominal input levels. When the input swings 
sliqhtly negative, the output rises, and lllhen 
it reaches approximately +1 volt, CR14 and 
CR15 start to conduct to provide negative 
feedback. For positive inputs, CR17 and CR1B 
conduct when the output reaches -1 volt. 
~esistors llS, R6, ~9, lld ~15 @Sta~lish the 
voltage gain whe~ the output exceeds t1 volt. 
Diode~ CR 13 1lnd CR 16 limit the output swina 
-to approx.1.matel1 t2 volts when high-level 

inputs are applied. Transistor Q6 is biased 
on the edge of conduction and produces a 
hard-limited output. 

10.10 Resistor RB provides positive 
feedback aroimd the limiter, which makes it 
respond to very low level signals (and 
noise). The output frequency is a maximwr. of 
one-third of the frequency of any input t=elow 
approximately -60 dBm because C34 and C35 are 
in tbe feedback loop and slow down the 
response. Tbe positive feedback is small 
enough so as not to interfere at signal 
lewls about -115 dE~ (0.012 volt P/P). 

10.11 At the junctions of CR17 and CR18 
and of CR14 and CR15, negative and positive 
half-wave rectified signals result which are 
filtered by RC networks. The resultant de 
voltages are applied through R4 and R11 to 
the differential inputs of IC11A, which 
operates at ~ts open loop voltage ga.in. 
V~ltages derived by CR19 and CR21 establish 
,::,i~ amplitude detection level. When the 
rectified and filtered s~gnals are such tbat 
they cancel the reference levels at the 
inputs to IC11A, IC11A is at the point of 
1n1itching from a positive to a negative 
output level. This state occurs for received 
line signals of approximately -32 dBm. 1h~ 
~aximum amplitude detection time is 
approximately 6 ms, which occurs with low 
signal levels. The maximum release time is 
approximately 10 ms, which occurs with high 
signal levels. 

LCC, CA, ANO I.AMP S~ITCHING CIFC0IT~ 

10.12 The description of the switching 
circuits (see 3.19 throuah 3.21) applies to 
data set 202T-L1A as well as data set 202T-L1 
with the exception that reference to Q7 and 
Q8 should be to OS and Q9, respectively. 

10.13 When test switch S1h is depressed, 
the TM lamp is turned on by an S1A contact. 
which also pulls the base of Q11 low throuah 
diode CR23. The e~itter of Q11 remains at ;5 
volts so Q11 turns on enabling local copy or. 
the reverse channel if reverse chann~~ is 
inrtalled. 

10. 14 The lamps are light-erni ttino 
diodes (LEDs;. Each LED is biased with a 
current of approximately 10 mA when it :~ 
lit, which produces a voltage drop of 
approximately 2 volts across the LET,. In the 
series connection arrangement of LEDs, a 
transistor is turned on to turn off the LED 
connected in parallel with it. 

11. JY4 REVERSE CHANNEL - CPS2C 

11.01 The description of the JY2 reverse 
channel (see 8.01 through 8.08) applies to 
the JY4 reverse channel as well with the 
exception of minor changes to the FFN. 

11. 02 FRN notch depth ;uid -idt~ "lrEc 
reduced, there is approxl..lr~t.ely 4.5 dB of 
gain at 550 Hz, and approxirrat.elv l dE of 
loss at 1700 Hz. The filter ~~ realized yit~ 
two STAF-D:::Ps. 

Pao" 1 ~ 
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SECTION III - REFERENCE DATA 

11 WORKING LIMITS 

1. 01 All circuits in data set 202T type 
and the 39A1 and •OB1 data mountings are 
designed to vorlt in an ambient temperature of 
1100 to 1200F and a relative bJmidity of 20 to 
95 percent. 

1.02 The power supply transformers 
require a source of 105 to 129 volts rms at 
57 to 63 az. 

1.03 The output level of the data set is 
0 dBm. 

1.04 The input level to the data set 
should be in the range from Oto -32 dBm. 

2. FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

2.01 The customer connector leads vith 
the single set housing or the 40B1 data 
mounting are designated a.s follows: 

Pin 
~ 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

19 

25 

Desig
nation 

AA 

BA 

BB 

CA 

CB 

cc 

CF 

+P 

-P 

SCA1 

SCF 

SCA 

CR 

Meaning 

Fx-ame Ground 

Transmitted Data 

Received Data 

Request-to-send 

Clear-to-Send 

Data Set Ready 

Signal Ground 

Received Line Signal Detector 

+111 volts de 

-111 Volts de 

secondary Request-to-Send 

Secondary Received Line Signal 
Detector 

Secondary Request-to-send 

Carrier Detectn~ rteset 

2.02 The telephone connector leads with 
the single set housing ~{'t. designated as 
follows: 

Pin 
l!.Q..,_ 

7 

8 

9 

Desig
nation 

OT1 

DR 1 

OT 

Meaning 

Data Tip 1 

Oat.a Ring 

Data Tip 

10 DR Data Ring 

11 TE1C6 Data set Ready Control Fram 
DAS 828 or 829 Type 

13 TUS Data set Ready control F rcr.i 
o,.s 828 or 829 Type 

2.03 See SD-1D243-01 for the telephone 
connector lead designations for the IIOB1 data 
DIOunting. 

3. P'UNCTIONS 

3.01 Provides asynchronous transmission 
and reception of binary serial data at sr-eeds 
up to 1800 b/s over 2- or II-wire private line 
facilities. 

3.02 Provides an analog loop test mode 
to check the transmitter and receiver 
operation while off-line from the custo~er 
interface. 

3.03 Provides a local self-test mode to 
automatically checJt the transl!ll.tter and 
receiver operation with the exception of the 
customer interface circuitry while off-line. 

3.011 Provides a remote test mode in 2-
vire operation to check the transmitter and 
receiver operation with the exception of the 
customer interface circuitry fr01I1 a serving 
test center. 

3.05 Provides a remote test mode in 11-
wire operation which connects the outrut of 
the demodulator to the input of the modulator 
to permit a loopback test from the rterving 
test center. 

II• CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

II. 01 The following data sets are 
compatible vith data set 202T type: 

(a) oat.a Set 2020 Type - SD-100119-01 

(b) Data Set 202:E Type - SD-1D078-0i 

(C) Data Set 202M Type - SD-10169-01 

(d) Data Set 202P Type - SD-102211-01. 

11.02 Data set 202T typf' will funtt 1cr. 
with the following data auxiliary sets: 

(a) Data Auxiliary set 8281\ - S0-1D225-01. 

(b) Data Auxiliary set 828C - SD-1D233-01. 

(C) Data Auxiliary set 829 - S0-102117-01. 

5. MANUF~CTURI?-IG TESTING REOUIF.E~.ENT s 

5.01 The 111anufactu.ring test require.ments 
are found in specification X-18012. Tr.~y are 
supplemented by the provisions of X-16265, 
Reliability SCreening for Data Products. 

si::c-r:o:; Pac;c. 



HCTIQN IY - REASQt!s r<ffl REISSQE 
CHANGES 

D.1 Data aet 202'1'-L1A replaces data aet 
202'1'-L 1. 

BELL TEIZPBONE LABORATORIES. INCORPORATED 

D. 2 Reverse c:ha.rmel JY• must be used with data aet 202T-L1A and replaces reverse ch&l'lnel JY2. 

SECTIOt-; I\' Paoe 
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